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Afterword to Volunteer: A True Love Story

Marc D. Feldman, M.D.

Anger.  Perplexity.  Embarrassment.  Empathy.  Disbelief.  And, yes, even grudging

admiration.  These are the emotions I have experienced over the past 20 years as I have

devoted myself to the study of Munchausen syndrome (MS) and its less severe-- but more

common--variant, factitious disorder (FD).

Munchausen syndrome and factitious disorder are labels that refer to a person who

intentionally feigns or actually produces symptoms in their quest to assume the role of

“patient”--with its requisite attention, nurturance, and lenience.  Unlike hypochondriacs,

MS and FD patients are fully aware that they are lying about illness, but usually don’t

have enough insight to completely understand what their reasons are.  They often obtain

unwarranted medical care as a result, though some are content merely to mislead family

and friends.  They may mimic physical symptoms—as did my patient, Darlene—or

psychological ailments, such as 31-year-old Roberta, who spent 8 years faking

depression, even receiving electroshock treatments in the bargain.  Some patients,
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apparently unsatisfied with one, fake both types of problems.  For instance, in an example

of what I call “Munchausen by Internet,” Chris (ostensibly a boy aged 15 but almost

certainly a much older person) temporarily convinced an on-line support group that he

suffered from intractable migraines, HIV infection, and bipolar disorder.  The house of

cards he had built came crashing down when other group members, noting the escalating

incredulity of his claims, confronted him/her and he vanished—only to reappear in

another on-line group.

As Janice reveals to us, Samantha certainly does have full-blown Munchausen syndrome.

She fulfills the triad of characteristics that professionals use to diagnose the condition:

recurrent hospitalization; peregrination (widespread traveling, or wanderlust); and

pseudologia fantastica (the almost-compulsive telling of lies about one’s past and

personal history).  Sam could be the poster child for MS. Without much doubt, Sam

elaborated a story of extreme victimization with a truly horrid past (she claims to have

been a junkie, dealer, prostitute, juvenile offender, rape victim, inmate, and unmarried

pregnant teen).  She appears to have infected her own hand, lied about needing a

transplant, beat herself up in the McDonald’s incident (feigning blitheness about a story

that would inevitably attract attention), enacted her seizures, self-induced her eye

infection, created her “opportunistic” infections, and simulated her vomiting.  In the way

lies often do, some of her medical problems demonstrate an odd domino effect, as when

she claims that she blacked out due to advanced pneumonia due to infection due to a

punctured lung due to a cracked rib.  In Sam’s Munchausen-infused world, no ailment

ever fully resolves and no amount of testing and treatment is ever enough.  Other
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examples of her deceit turn burlesque as, for instance, Sam unintentionally refutes her

own earlier claims that her sister, Eileen, is in a group home and is also HIV-positive.

The origin of other problems is less clear—some are probably authentic and spontaneous

ailments while others are more clearly enacted.  This category includes her wrist

problems necessitating surgery, her dubious kidney problems, and the slashed Achilles

tendon.  One almost inevitably has to ask:  “How many times can ‘lightning’ strike one

person?  Can her luck be this consistently dreadful?”  Of course, the illness most evident

in Have You Found Her is the devastating report of HIV infection that promptly

worsened to severe AIDS.

At the risk of making them a little uncomfortable, I have to acknowledge that Janice and

Maria weren’t just hooked, but may have unwittingly encouraged some of Sam’s

behavior.  Each was quietly enabling due to her own needs and issues, and the

importance of others’ advice was minimized as interpersonal boundaries were shattered.

Stemming perhaps from her own codependency, Janice didn’t share Bill’s early doubts

about Sam’s credibility: she needed to be needed.  At one point, even her heart “races

together” with Sam’s as if they had become “one.”  But Janice can be forgiven for her

identification with and caring for the denizens of the same home for runaways she had

lived in as an adolescent.  She pays the price by developing what she has described to me

as “Post Traumatic Samantha Disorder,” and Sam’s spell over her does dissipate as

Janice succumbs to mental and physical exhaustion and the lies become indisputable.
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Had she applied her creativity, intelligence, and motivation in better ways, Sam could

have accomplished almost anything.  But she went far beyond what we call the benign

use of illness (demonstrated by children manufacturing tales of tummy-aches to avoid a

day or two of school) into the realm of the wantonly destructive.  In the same way, she

was not primarily a malingerer, an individual who deliberately misuses illness to garner

tangible rewards such as narcotics or disability payments.  That said, she did sometimes

enjoy the “perks” of illness, such as the private room and bathroom, good food, TV and

phone, and “Ritz-Carlton”-like environment of the hospital.

Illness deception, albeit typically mild and of little actual consequence, is surprisingly

common.  In one study, almost 7 percent of patients in a family medicine outpatient clinic

admitted to prolonging an illness deliberately.  They took measures such as skipping

antibiotic doses to keep an infection raging, or exposing themselves to substances to

which they knew they were allergic.  Severe cases of MS and FD are bound to be less

common, as extreme forms of any behavior are.  They tend to arise in specialized

treatment settings, such as tertiary-care hospitals, and I find it remarkable how often these

individuals have traveled specifically to the Mayo or Cleveland Clinics in their pursuit of

a medical diagnosis they know is illusory.  Being admitted to a national leader in health

care is a particularly elaborate feather in the Munchausen patient’s cap.  In a study at one

such institute, 9.7 percent of patients with chronic fever of unknown origin were

eventually proved to have FD or MS.  They engaged in a panoply of manipulations. At

the risk of providing a “how-to” guide, I’ll note that these included rubbing thermometers

to create heat; placing thermometers near light bulbs or in warm water; drinking hot
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liquids before the temperature was taken; switching the thermometer to one that had been

specially prepared for the purpose; applying a hot water bottle to the buttocks so that

even rectal temperatures were elevated; self-inoculating with microorganisms; and self-

injecting with foreign material such as milk.  Interestingly, fever—along with pain and

infection--emerges as a theme in Sam’s life.  Again, one can only imagine what she could

have accomplished had her resourcefulness been directed appropriately.

There is generally no way to tell from a conversation, or even a whole series of

interviews, that the MS or FD patient is being deceptive.  And Dr. Rice certainly didn’t

realize that virtually any ailment could be feigned or produced by her young charge.

Even mental health professionals are routinely misled by the audacity and sophistication

of the ruses.  Diagnosis hinges instead on the patient’s coming clean; being caught in the

act of doing something harmful; having concealed syringes or other misappropriated

medical supplies; or displaying warning signs.  Among the red flags are: always relapsing

after their symptoms improve; accurately predicting deteriorations; being clearly

misleading about matters other than health; or blocking access to others who might reveal

the truth.  The usual delay in diagnosis is costly for the individual, family, friends, and

society (because these patients rarely pay their bills).

Why do they do it?  That’s an obvious question in view of the fact that most of us strive

to be healthy and avoid illness.  In most cases, these are individuals, like Sam, with

personality disorders evidenced by behaviors such as extreme overreactions to any kind

of confrontation, an inability to control anger, fear of abandonment, and self-mutilation
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(such as repeatedly cutting on the wrists or forearms).  These individuals lack a clear

sense of self, so they assume fraudulent roles and persona—as Sam did in presenting

herself as having been homeless, hideously abused for years, and “stabbed, shot, [and]

stuck up.”  They seek the limelight because they feel unable to acquire attention and

caring in non-deceptive ways, a lesson they may have learned as children.  Some have a

sadistic streak, and enjoy the process of controlling and duping others (called duping

delight).  Others are primarily masochistic in that they hurt themselves or allow

physicians to hurt them vicariously: Sam goes so far as to allow an ophthalmologist to

inject her eye, a procedure that’s rather hard even to stomach.  Even in her artwork, Sam

is preoccupied with the morbid.

Our understanding of treatment is nascent.  Most patients respond to even empathic

confrontation by fleeing, perhaps only to repeat their performances elsewhere, with new

audiences.  However, there are some who, when informed that their real problem—MS

or FD—will be addressed through treatment as aggressively as their inauthentic maladies

had been, will make the trade and begin to get the attention they’re hungry for by meeting

regularly with a mental health caregiver.  Innovative techniques have been helpful, such

as obtaining anonymous support for improvement through a Yahoo! group run by MS

patients who amusingly enough call themselves “The Munch Bunch.”  Some develop and

“work” modified 12-step programs.  And one cannot underestimate the role of unplanned

life change—through the unexpected development of a love relationship or religious

conviction (even faith healing worked in one case).
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Doctors have stigmatized MS more than any other mental disorder.  The subject is rarely

mentioned at conferences and meetings, and no research monies have ever been allotted

to MS research.  These individuals are the American health care system’s equivalent of

India’s “Untouchables.”  But Have You Found Her is like dynamite: it will ignite an

awareness of MS that no scholar has been able to accomplish through any number of

academic treatises.  As one of those academics, I was and am grateful for the opportunity

to add my contribution to Janice Erlbaum’s book, albeit small; she has performed a small

miracle for the cause of Munchausen syndrome recognition.

Marc D. Feldman, M.D.


